Presented here is a construction of certain bases of basic representations for classical affine Lie algebras. The starting point is a ‫-ޚ‬grading ᒄ s ᒄ q ᒄ q ᒄ basic ᒄ-module is proved by using a crystal base character formula for standard modules due to
ᒄ of the affine Lie algebra ᒄ. By using a generalization of the Frenkel᎐Kac vertex1 operator formula for A Ž1. one can construct a spanning set of the basic ᒄ-modulẽ 1 in terms of monomials in basis elements of ᒄ and certain group element e. Thesẽ 1 monomials satisfy certain combinatorial Rogers᎐Ramanujan type difference conditions arising from the vertex operator formula, and the main result is that these differences coincide with the energy function of a perfect crystal corresponding to the ᒄ -module ᒄ . The linear independence of the constructed spanning set of the 1. INTRODUCTION w x J. Lepowsky and R. Wilson gave in LW a Lie-theoretic interpretation of Rogers᎐Ramanujan identities in terms of representations of affine Lie Ž . ; algebra ᒄ s ᒐ ᒉ 2, ‫ރ‬ . The product sides of Rogers᎐Ramanujan identities follow from the principally specialized Weyl᎐Kac character formula, the sum sides follow from the construction of bases parameterized by partitions satisfying difference 2 conditions. Very roughly speaking, they Ä Ž . 4 start with a basis X j N j g ‫ޚ‬ of ᒄ and write a Poincare᎐Birkhoff᎐Wittś panning set X j X j иии X j¨N j F j F иии F j -0 Ä 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Sometimes such a spanning set can be reduced to a basis parameterized by colored partitions with colors in a set ⌫ ; R and satisfying difference Ž . conditions j y j G E ␤ , ␤ ; various combinatorial consequences pq 1 p p p q1 w x are illustrated by constructions given in Ma, Mi, C, MP2 . w x
Ž1.
In P there is a construction of the basic A -module based on the l l w x Frenkel᎐Kac vertex operator formula given in FK . It was noted there Ž . that the combinatorial difference conditions E ␤ , ␤ arising from the p pq1
vertex operator formula coincide with the energy function in the construc- Ž1. w x tion by paths of the basic representation of A given in DJKMO1 .
l ly1
Surprisingly enough, such combinatorial connections also exist for other classical affine Lie algebras, i.e., Kac᎐Moody algebras of types B Ž1. , C Ž1. , l l l l and D Ž1. .
l l
The main result may be described as follows: Let ᒄ be a simple classical Lie algebra with a Cartan subalgebra ᒅ and the root space decomposition w x ᒄ s ᒅ q Ýᒄ . For each root ␣ fix a root vector x g ᒄ so that x , x ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ y␣ k Ž . s y␣ a dual root of ␣ . Let ᒄ s ᒄ q ᒄ q ᒄ be a ‫-ޚ‬grading and y1 0 1 assume that ᒅ ; ᒄ . Then ᒄ is a reductive subalgebra and ᒄ and ᒄ 0 0 1 y1 are commutative subalgebras and irreducible ᒄ -modules. Denote by ⌫ 0 the set of weights of ᒄ -module ᒄ and assume that the maximal root ␣ is 0 1 w 2 x in ⌫. From KMN 1 it follows that ⌫ carries a structure of a perfect Ä 4 crystal with the energy function E: ⌫ = ⌫ ª 0, 1, 2 .
w y1 x As usual we set ᒄ s ᒄ m ‫ރ‬ t, t q ‫ރ‬ c q ‫ރ‬ d, where c denotes thẽ canonical central element and d a degree operator of affine Lie algebra ᒄ.
Ž . x j x j иии x j g P P , Ž . Ž . Ž . 
Ž .
␣ y␣ ␣ By using this formula for level 1 and level 2 standard A Ž1.
-modules we can 1 eliminate from the Poincare᎐Birkhoff᎐Witt spanning set monomials con- but the smallest possible number of boxes in its Young diagram, the Ž . second being the ''rest'' of the boxes Proposition 4.5 . As already mentioned, the key point here is the surprising fact that the combinatorial difference conditions arising from the vertex operator formula coincide with the energy function of the perfect crystal corresponding to the Ž . ᒄ -module ᒄ Theorem 4.9 . 0 1 w 2 x The next step is to use a description DJKMO1᎐3, JMMO, KMN 1 of characters of standard modules in terms of paths. First note that a ‫-ޚ‬grading ᒄ s ᒄ q ᒄ q ᒄ is determined by a minuscule weight g ᒅ its combinatorial decomposition agrees with its parameters in the tensor product. The key point here is another intriguing fact that the sequence Ž . ; j G 0 of highest weights of ᒄ -modules V gives the ground statẽ
Unfortunately, much of this is done by lengthy case-by-case calculations, Ž . without a deeper insight of possible connections among the vertex operator formula and the crystal base theory.
It should be noted that there are other works where the connections of w bases and crystals were more or less suggested; see, for example, FS, x HKOTY, KMPY and the references therein.
AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS
Let ᒄ be a classical Lie algebra, ᒅ a Cartan subalgebra. R the corre-Ž . Ž . sponding root system, and Q R and P R the root and the weight lattice Ä 4 of R, respectively. Let ␣ N i g I be a set of simple roots, usually we shall i Ä 4 ² :
write I s 1, . . . , l l , and let ␣ denote the maximal root. Let , be ã ² : symmetric invariant bilinear form such that ␣, ␣ s 2, where we identifỹŨ ² :
ᒋ q ᒅ q ᒋ be the triangular decomposition of ᒄ corresponding to y q Ž k . our choice of simple roots. Fix a minuscule weight g P R and set 
Ž . Since x s 0 the exponential exp x is well defined, and we ␣ ␣ Ž . Ž have a generalization of the Frenkel᎐Kac vertex operator formula cf. w x w x . LP2, Theorem 5.6 or P, Theorem 6.4 :
In the case when ␣ is a long root and ␣ ( ␣ by our identification U . ᒅ ( ᒅ the ᒅ-weight components of the vertex operator formula give a Ž . family of relations on L ⌳ :
On the other hand, in the case when ␣ is a short root the ᒅ-weight Ž Ž . . Sõ l l instead we take a simple-minded approach of decomposing ᒄ s ᒄ q˜y 1 ᒄ q ᒄ and, by using the Frenkel᎐Kac vertex operator formula, eliminatẽ0 1 Ž . Ž . all elements x¨g ᒄ q ᒄ U ᒄ¨from the spanning set x¨, x g˜0 y1 0 0 0 Ž . U ᒄ . Then, again by using the vertex operator formula, we reduce such ã spanning set to a basis. In doing so we lose a symmetry which the basis of Ž . the form 3.14 has in the original vertex operator construction, but in return we obtain a basis ''symmetric'' with respect to ᒄ and combinatori-0 Ž ally connected to a path construction of standard modules cf. DJKMO1᎐3, 2 x. JMMO, KMN 1᎐2 .
COLORED PARTITIONS, PATHS, AND CRYSTALS

An Order on Colored Partitions
Ä 4 Let ⌫ s ␤ , . . . , ␤ ; R be as in Section 2. We shall think of ⌫ as a 1 n set of colors. Set⌫
These are bases of commutative Lie algebras ᒄ and
Ž may be regarded as a colored partition with parts x j , i s 1, . . . , s cf.
A part x j is of degree j and color weight ␤, the partition
x itself is of degree x s j q иии qj , length l l x s s, and
weight wt x s ␤ q иии q␤ . We shall write x л s 1, l l x л s 0.
1 sD enote by P P and P P the set of all colored partitions with parts in ⌫ and ỹ Ž . Ž . Ž . ⌫ respectively. Clearly these are bases of U ᒄ (S ᒄ and U ᒄ lᒋ (˜˜ỹ
Let $ be a total order on ⌫. Later on we shall take $ to be a . restriction of an order on R; see Remark 1. Then we set
. This is a total order on ⌫. For a colored partition x g P P as above we y may assume that j F иии F j -0 and that j s j
Sometimes we shall denote a colored partition 
l l s l l , s , and
Clearly U is a total order on P P. . impose the reverse lexicographical order on degrees the condition OR3 Ž and after that the reverse lexicographical order on colors the condition Ž ..
OR4 .
Ž . Ž . If we denote by P P ‫ޚ‬ the set of all partitions j F j F иии F j , s G 0,
. . , j g ‫,ޚ‬ then the conditions OR1 ᎐ OR3 define a total order on 1 s Ž . P P ‫ޚ‬ . Clearly $ implies sh U sh and sh $ sh implies $ .
Ž w x . We also have cf. P, Sect. 3; MP1 : 
Energy Function and Paths
is an ideal of all partitions which contain some partition from D D. Set
i.e., P P is the set of all partitions in P P which do not contain any
We shall also say that x g P P satisfies the differ-
the set of all colored partitions of length s, and likewise P P Ž s. We shall also assume that D D ; D D satisfies the following three conditions:
Clearly we have:
We shall say that E is the energy function of D D. Clearly we have: For s G 0 denote by 
Ž .
choosing one-by-one maximal partitions of length 2 in P P starting from 
there is E ␤ , ␤ new columns with s y 1 boxes, and so on. Hence
Hence j s i q n , where n s m q иии qm q m , i.e., the degrees
Ž . of parts of x and x differ by a partition
the set of all partitions of the form n F n F иии F F 0 1 2 . n , n , . . . , n g ‫ޚ‬ , then our construction gives the following:
quence in ⌫ and let us call the path ␤ ␤ иии ␤ a period of p. For 1 2 n s s qn q r, where q G 0 and n ) r G 0, set
We shall say that p is a vacuum path of
all s G 0. In particular for a vacuum path p and x g P P we have 
We will assume that the¨acuum path of D D exists and we denote it by
. . , ␤ g Path define the degree p and weight wt p 1 s of p by Ž . also clear that for x g P P formula 4.6 can be written as
Difference Conditions Associated with Leading Terms of Relations
Ž .
Recall that ᒄ acts on ᒄ by adjoint action, so S ᒄ is a ᒄ -module. For0
For a vector¨g S ᒄ _ 0 we define the leading term l l t¨as thẽ 1 smallest basis element in P P which appears nontrivially in the expansion of Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . , i.e., if¨s x q иии q x , / 0 and x $ x for all
Ž .
From now on we will take the set D D to be
Note that D D depends on a choice of total order U on ⌫. Our spanning result in Section 5 does not need any further assumption on U and does not depend on results in the rest of this section. However, to Ž prove that the obtained spanning set is linearly independent see Section . 10 we use the description of characters of standard modules in terms of paths and for this reason we need some additional assumptions on order Ž Ž . U on ⌫. In Sections 6᎐9 we choose a particular order on ⌫ see 6.4 , Ž . Ž .. 7.4 , . . . , 9.4 , and in this section we state some properties so that the 2 chosen order satisfies Lemma 7, Theorem 9, Proposition 10, and Lemma 11. Note that these results depend on both the set D D and the order U Ž . because the definitions of E and p depend on both D D and U .
D D D D
Ž . However, our main result Theorem 5.3 depends only on the set D D, and it will hold if we choose the order U on ⌫ to be a restriction of some total order U on the root system R such that ␣ # 0 for all simple roots and
. Ž . Ž . every¨g U ᒄ x j x j for which its expansion in basis elements from
Ž . Ž . P P contains nontrivially x j x j there is also some x j x j which 
Ž .
Since D1 holds, later on we shall list elements in D D by listing the colors
After we determine the set D D explicitly we shall check case by case that Ž . D3 holds:
Perfect Crystals Associated with Decompositions
We have introduced the notions of paths and energy function related to D D to apply the description of characters of standard modules due to S.-J. Kang, M. Kashiwara, K. C. Misra, T. Miwa, T. Nakashima, and A.
w 2 x Nakayashiki. Here we recall some definitions and results from KMN 1 which we shall use in this paper.
Let ᒉ be a simple Lie algebra, ᒅ ; ᒉ a Cartan subalgebra, R a root 0 00 0 Ž . system of ᒉ , ᒅ , and P a weight lattice. Let I be a set, 0 g I, such that 
irreducible ᒉ -module ᒄ is a weighted crystal with
Since ࠻B s 1, we may identify B with a basis of ᒄ . We shall also denote 1 
It turns out that in each of the above cases the P -weighted crystal ⌫ 0 Ž carries a structure of a perfect crystal for ᒉ see Definition 4.6.1 in 0 w 2 x. KMN 1 .
Let us first note that ⌫ is a classical crystal, that is, a P -weighted cl 2 Ž w x . crystal for the affine Lie algebra ᒉ see Subsect. 3.3. in 
ith the actions of e and f , i s 1, . . . , l l y 1, inherited from the action oñ i i the tensor product. The map
defines an isomorphism of oriented 1, . 
w x in the notation of KN , and see that the map
defines an isomorphism of oriented 1, . . . , l l y 1 -colored graphs. Arguing
w 2 x as before we see that ⌫ ( B in the notation of KMN 2 . 
Energy Function and Paths Associated with Perfect Crystals
In some cases we have a formula for H in terms of the function :
In particular, the crystal ⌫ m ⌫ is connected and the energy function H is unique up to an additive constant. Set 
X that p j s p j for j 4 0 parameterizes a basis of the standard ᒉ -module In the case when ᒉ s ᒉ X = ᒉ Y is a product of two simple Lie algebras, we
where L ⌳ and L ⌳ are standard modules for ᒉ and ᒉ respectively Ž Ž . .
see Lemma 10.2 and 10.13 . Since ⌫ s ⌫ = ⌫ and both ⌫ and ⌫ are perfect crystals of level 1, we shall be able to apply Theorem 8 and in each 
we set
and we call it the ground state path. In the same way for two paths p X and p Y we define p s p X = p Y , and we set
With these modifications in notation Theorem 8 gives a parameterizatioñ 
for N 4 0. Since by Theorem 9 the energy functions H and E coincide,
X
In order to prove that part p s max P P we first notice that 4.21
implies that the degree of part p X Ž r . is the largest possible. Moreover, The last statement that will be checked case by case is the following: 
In Sections 6᎐9 we shall see case by case that Lemmas 7 and 11, Theorem 9, and Proposition 10 hold.
THE SPANNING SET
e a product in some fixed order cf. 3.6 , and¨ã
Proof. First notice that the Lie algebra ᒄ is generated by ᒄ j ᒄ . In
By using the vertex operator formula 3.10 or 3.12 we may replace each Ä Ž .4 x g ᒄ by a product of elements from e N ␣ g y⌫ j ᒐ j ᒄ . Sincẽĩ
both group elements e and Lie algebra elements from the Heisenberg
is generated by the coefficients of E y␣,
. replaced by using the vertex operator formula 3.10 or 3.11 by elements ² : Ž . in e ; ␣ g ⌫ U ᒄ¨. cients of or respectively.
As in the previous section, we think of the products of the form
as colored partitions. Let # be a restriction on ⌫ of a total order # on R such that ␣ # 0 for all simple roots and that Proof. First we prove that the set of vectors described in Theorem 3 is Ž . a spanning set: Let j -0. Then 3.13 can be written as
tes a finite dimensional irreducible ᒄ -module with the highest weight 0 2 ␣. It is clear that for each leading term
here exists a relation of the form The linear independence will be proved in Section 10; see Remark 10.1.
THE CASE
Let ᒄ be of the type A , l l G 1. The root system R of ᒄ, ᒅ will be l l identified with R ; ‫ޒ‬ l lq1 . We choose the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ l lq1 . We have
From the last expression we see that there are l l possible choices for :
Fix r g 1, . . . , l l and set q s l l q 1 y r, ␣ s 1,
The root system of ᒉ s ᒄ , ᒄ is R s R j R , where
. denotes 0 and ᒄ is spanned by root vectors X of weight y ,
We shall also write ij instead of X or its weight.
i j
With this notation we have
The subalgebra ᒄ is a ᒄ -module with a highest weight vector 11. Notice 1 0 that for x g ᒄ there exists either a pair i, i
such that x acts nontrivially only on 
, this set of vectors is 2 2 a basis of V. Similar arguments will be used in all other cases as well. Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . The case when V is generated by x n x n g S ᒄ for fixed n -0
.Ž . Ž . is similar, except that we should write ij n instead of ij . Ž . Ž . The case when V is generated by x n y 1 x n is slightly different in ␣ ␣Ž
.Ž . a sense that instead of one term ij km we may have two different terms ij n y 1 km n q ij n km n y 1 .
The same observation should be made for all other cases as well.
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ l lq1 . So we have the order U on ⌫:
Ž . Ž .
Then we see from 6.3 and 6.4 that the set D D of leading terms is
From now on we assume l l G 2.
From the above formula it is easy to see that Lemma 4.7 holds. Notice that ᒉ s ᒉ X = ᒉ Y acts on a basis of ᒄ parameterized by ⌫ (
same notation is used in other cases as well. ␤ q иии q␤ s l l q 1 s q r q r q. On the other side by 4.5 1 s Ž . and 6.5 Ž . Ž . replace e¨with x y1¨by using the vertex operator formula 3.10
Ž . for coefficients of and then commute x y1 to the left by using 3.5 . for some j . We repeat this procedure and in the kth step we get a vector 1 x j иии x j e e иии e¨.
Ž . Ž .
␣ g ⌫ is of the form y and a scalar product of ␣ and
has two contributions; one arising from the product of first components , , the other from the product of second components , .
So let us consider first components of the sequence ␤ ␤ иии
If both i and i are in a sequence 12 иии r, then the products with ␤ ␤ kq 1 k the first component of ␤ q иии q␤ are equal and the contribution
The other possibility is that i is at the end of a sequence 12 иии r and contribution to the difference j y j is y1 Note that in this case
A similar argument applies to second components j and j . Hence 
. Now by 4.4 we have that x s part ␤ иии ␤ and the we see that the coloring of the given shape is the largest possible. The Ž obvious modification of the proof of Proposition 4.10 given for the case . Ž only one color and satisfy a difference 2 condition in the usual sense cf. w x. P . Also note that in this case we did not define a notion of ⌫ being a Ž w x . crystal cf. KKM, Example 2.6 . Remark 2. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11, Theorem 4.9 , and Proposition 4.10 hold.
THE CASE
Let ᒄ be of the type B , l l G 3. The root system R of ᒄ, ᒅ will be l l identified with R ; ‫ޒ‬ l l . We choose the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ l l . We have
From the last expression we see that there is only one choice for :
The Lie algebra ᒉ is of the type B and ᒄ is spanned by root vectors 
Ä 4
The subalgebra ᒄ is a ᒄ -module with a highest weight vector 2. Note Ž .
Ž . Ž .
Altogether 2 l l q 1 l l y 1 vectors. Notice that we may replace l l y 1 Ž . vectors ii q 22 in 7.3 with l l l l q 00, l l y 1 l l y 1 q 00, . . . , 33 q 00, 22 q 00.
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ l l . So we have the order U on ⌫:
Ž . Then we see from 7.3 and 7.4 that the set D D of leading terms is Remark 1. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11, Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
THE CASE
Let ᒄ be of the type C , l l G 2. The root system R of ᒄ, ᒅ will be l l identified with R ; ‫ޒ‬ l l . We choose the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ l l . We have
From the last expression we see that there is only one choice for : Ž . Ž .
␣ s 1, ␣ s 0 for i s 1, . . . , l l y 1. Recall that g ᒅ and that we 
The Lie algebra ᒉ is of the type A and ᒄ is spanned by root vectors 
The subalgebra ᒄ is a ᒄ -module with a highest weight vector 11. Notice 1 0 that for ␣ s y the element x g ᒄ acts nontrivially only on
Ž . 
Ž .
ii jk q ij ik ,
where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l l are taken to be mutually differentᎏal-
We have chosen the lexicographical order
Ž . Then we see from 8.3 and 8.4 In a way, the above statement is related to the fact that no order on ⌫ is
As an example note that E 24, 13 s 0, E 13, 24 s 1.
altogether 2 l l y 3 l l vectors. Notice that we may replace l l y 2 vectors Ž . ii q 22 in 9.3 with 1 l l y 1 l l y 1 q l l l l , l l y 2 l l y 2 q l l l l , . . . , 33 q l l l l , 22 y l l l l .
Then we see from 9.3 and 9.4 that the set D D of leading terms is Remark 1. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11, Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
Ž . Ž .
Case 2. ␣ s 1, ␣ s 0 for i s 1, . . . , l l y 1. We have
The subalgebra ᒄ is a ᒄ -module with a highest weight vector 12. Notice 1 0 that for ␣ s y the element x g ᒄ acts nontrivially
and we shall use the corresponding notation as before. The element Ž .Ž . 2 Ž . 12 12 g S ᒄ generates a ᒄ -module V with the highest weight 2 ␣. l l l l y 1 vectors.
12 l l Ž . Ž . We have chosen the lexicographical order U on ‫ޒ‬ . So for ij , km g ⌫, i -j, k -m we have ij U km if and only if i ) k or i s k, j G m, that is, 12 % 13 % иии % 1 l l % 23 % 24 % иии % 2 l l % иии % l l y 1 l l . 9.4 Ž . Since the action of commutes with the action of ᒄ , each V is ã Ž Ž . Ž .. for j g ‫,ޚ‬ ␥ g ⌫. We also have by 10.1 and 3.5 
